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Storage Strategies

What’s in a Name?
Standards Naming and

Coding Conventions

One feature that differentiates large-scale
commercial data processing from

most smaller environments is a reliance on
standards to provide control over the system’s
resources. Standard naming and coding
conventions allow OS/390 installations to
use automation to manage vast amounts of
data and hardware without the need for
armies of administrators.

One of the most important types of
standards are those that provide dataset
naming conventions. Dataset name stan-
dards are particularly important when
DFSMS is used to control the dataset life
cycle, as it is in most large installations
today. In an SMS environment, the
Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines
associate datasets with classes that indi-
cate the performance, volume placement,
backup, and retention needs of the
dataset. While the ACS routines can
examine a number of different variables
for each dataset, they usually rely primarily
on the dataset name, because names are
durable, that is, they remain unchanged
for the life of the dataset.

Even for non-SMS managed datasets,
naming standards are critical, since it is
mostly by name that the ownership and
usage of any group of datasets can be
determined. When protecting, reporting,
archiving, restoring, or performing other
functions on datasets, the most impor-
tant selection criteria is usually the
dataset name.

Every installation has its own naming
standards. Indeed, because OS/390 is the
end result of systems that have evolved
for almost 40 years, most installations
have several different generations of
such standards, each of which was con-
sidered an “improvement” at the time it
was implemented.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD
STANDARD?

When considering what makes a “good”
naming standard, you should consider some
of the conditions imposed by the operating
system. Names for ordinary non-VSAM
datasets, for example, may consist of up to
44 characters, generally divided by periods
into “qualifiers” of up to eight characters in
length. By default, RACF security systems
enforce a standard that requires at least two
qualifiers in the name and a high-level
qualifier that represents a user or group
name known to RACF.

Additional requirements for names are
usually also imposed, such as an identifier
in the high-level qualifiers indicating the
type of work the dataset is used for —
production, test, masterfile, etc. The lower
levels often indicate the type of dataset —
listing, load library, and so on. The details

of such standards differ widely among
companies, but as a general guideline it
makes sense to include in the name things
that are unlikely to change, such as a project
name or cycle identifier (e.g., weekly,
monthly). Characteristics that are change-
able, such as SMS status, device type or
expiration date, should probably not be
included in the dataset name. Many installa-
tions publish their dataset naming standards
on their web pages, and an Internet search
engine can usually provide several examples.
One such example from IBM can be found
in a white paper at www.storage.ibm.com/
software/sms/smsname.htm.

Among the most common types of files,
of course, are VSAM datasets, which
require names for both the cluster and one
or more components. If the component
names are not specified when the cluster is
DEFINEd, they are created based on the clus-
ter name, with a dynamically generated value
such as “SDQFR30I” or “SHDW5LB1”
used as the low-level qualifier if the cluster
name is long enough. Figure 1 shows how
the component names are determined. This
does not apply to DB2 datasets, of course,
because the system imposes a very rigid
naming convention on these datasets, as
shown in Figure 2. The only flexibility in
naming DB2 datasets lies in the specification
of the database and tablespace names.

Recently, another type of dataset that
requires naming standards has appeared —
the Unix System Services (USS) dataset,
which uses two types of names. HFS
datasets, which follow normal non-VSAM
naming conventions, provide mountable
file systems for Unix. The Unix files them-
selves, though usually accessed in the Unix
environment, may also be allocated on DD
statements via the PATH= parameter. The
filename must be enclosed in quotes, as it
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contains slashes (‘/’), and may be up to 255
characters in length. In addition, unlike
ordinary OS/390 dataset names, the name
may include both upper- and lower-case
characters. Usually, these file names are of
the form “/u/userid/xxx”, where “xxx” may
be a number of levels separated by slashes.
A file of the form PATH=’/dev/null’ is a
dummy file, equivalent to DD DUMMY.

Generation datasets are usually included
with other non-VSAM datasets where
naming conventions are concerned, but
these types of datasets include a couple of
unique characteristics. Normally, of course,
the low-level qualifier of a generation
dataset is of the form GxxxxV00, where
“xxxx” is the generation number, incre-
mented every time a new generation is
created. Though rarely used, a version
number other than zero can be explicitly
specified, such as in the case where a genera-
tion must be replaced without disturbing the
other generations within the GDG. For exam-
ple, if dataset TEST.FILE.G0004V01 is creat-
ed, it replaces TEST.FILE.G0004V00, since
only one version of a generation can be kept.

Some installations take advantage of
another unusual aspect of GDG behavior by
renaming an existing non-GDG dataset to a
generation dataset name using a
“GxxxxV00” low-level qualifier. The
renamed dataset will be included in the GDG.
Depending on the values defined in the GDG
base for LIMIT and EMPTY, existing gener-
ations beyond the limit may be deleted.

“System” datasets often have special
rules that apply to their naming convention.
The data and index component names cannot
be specified when defining a catalog, for
example, since the catalog name is automat-
ically used for the data component name,
with a level of “CATINDEX” appended for
the index name. (A dynamically generated
low-level qualifier is used if there is not
enough room for the character string
“CATINDEX”.) Similarly, when a VVDS is
created, the restricted name
“SYS1.VVDS.Vvolser” is used for both the
cluster and data component names, where
“volser” is the volume serial number on
which the dataset resides. The VTOC index
has a similar naming convention, but for his-
torical reasons, may have any one of three dif-
ferent formats: “SYS1.VTOCIX.Vvolser”
(the most common form), “SYS1.VTO-
CIX.volser” (without the “V” prefix in the
low-level qualifier), and “SYS1.VTO-
CIX.Vabcde” (where “abcde” are the second

through sixth characters of the volume serial
number, and the first character is dropped).
All three forms are valid.

The SYS% Conversion Facility also
takes advantage of naming standards to
allow one system to access the system
datasets, such as SYS1.LINKLIB, of
another system without the need for a JOB-
CAT or STEPCAT dataset. This is neces-
sary since the use of JOBCAT and STEP-
CAT is forbidden for SMS-managed data.
This facility is enabled via a MODIFY
CATALOG,SYS%ON command to the cat-
alog address space, with the master cata-
log containing an alias such as “SYSB”.
This alias is associated with the master cata-
log of a different system. When an attempt to
locate “SYSB.LINKLIB” is made, if such a
dataset does not exist on the current system,
then catalog processing is redriven using the
alias, and dataset SYS1.LINKLIB on the
other system (system “B”) is located.

NAMING CONVENTIONS

Other resources besides dataset names, of
course, are controlled by naming conven-
tions. DASD volumes are usually named
with a prefix indicating the non-SMS pool,
SMS storage group, or application to which
they belong. Providing descriptive names
for SMS storage and management classes is
sometimes problematic, since the class
names are limited to 8 bytes in length, even
though much of the internal SMS code is

written to allow for up to 30-character
names. A name describing the high-level
function (STORCLAS=FAST) is preferable
to using a value that may change as tech-
nology and system needs change (STOR-
CLAS=CACHED).

ENFORCING STANDARDS

In order for a published standard to be
more than just a piece of paper, it must be
enforced. OS/390 systems provide a num-
ber of means for enforcement, turning stan-
dards into policies. Security systems, the
ACS routines, and non-SMS allocation
managers can detect attempts to violate
standards and issue warnings or prevent
allocation of undesired datasets. DASD
management systems such as DFSMShsm
and FDRABR can locate unwanted files and
automatically delete or migrate them. The
establishment and enforcement of standards
is what prevents chaos, setting the large data
processing environment apart and making
the modern world of high-volume, high-
speed IT possible.

NaSPA member Steve Pryor is a senior soft-
ware developer with DTS Software, Inc., a
vendor of enterprise storage management
products. Steve has been involved in software
development, storage management, and
disaster recovery for more than 20 years. He
can be contacted at pryor@atlanta.com.
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FIGURE 1: DYNAMICALLY GENERATED VSAM COMPONENT NAMES 

hlq.DSNDBx.dbname.spname.y001.Ammm
Where:

hlq = catalog alias
x = C(cluster) or D(data)
dbname = database name
spname = tablespace name
y = I (standard) or S (shadow) or T (temp)
mmm = dataset or partition number

FIGURE 2: DB2 TABLESPACE NAMES 


